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Introduction
The following table collects and summarizes terms and conditions from United States art museum license agreements pertaining to the
reproduction and distribution of artwork images. These terms and conditions were collected from a sample of fifty museums with a primary
specialty in art accredited by the American Association of Museums. These museums vary in terms of the size and nature of their
collections, their staffing and budget, and the scope of their image licensing practices. For each sampled museum, copyright and image
licensing information was obtained as available from the museum's website. Several museums have provided additional documents not
available on their websites, and those materials are also included in the table. From each document or webpage collected, this table
identifies the language therein that specifically addresses the ability of users to reproduce or distribute artwork images licensed or otherwise
made available by the museum. Although an effort has been made to accurately replicate the language of the source documents, underlying
sources should be consulted for citation purposes. The underlying document or webpage is provided in the “Source” column.
This table provides an overview of the rights and reproduction policies of art museums within the United States as they address the
reproduction and distribution of artwork reproductions. It also provides a means for comparing and analyzing how different institutions
approach controlling reproduction and distribution when licensing uses of art images. Specifically, it compiles and summarizes terms and
conditions regarding:
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.
VII.
VIII.

Assertions of copyright
Prohibitions on reproduction or distribution
Permissible uses
Limitations of “one time use”
Restrictions on uses of images from other sources
Digital rights management and related controls over digital images
Temporal or format restrictions
Discretion in granting permission to reproduce

For each of these categories, a summary analysis of terms and conditions is provided, followed by the specific language from each museum's
rights and reproduction policies.
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I. Assertions of copyright
• Museum terms and conditions often explicitly assert copyrights over artwork reproductions.
• Many copyright statements are ambiguously worded as to which images the museum’s copyright claims apply, and whether copyright lies with the artist, the
museum, or both.
• Copyright statements rarely distinguish between reproductions of artworks in the public domain and reproductions where the underlying work is still within
copyright.
• However, some museum copyright statements affirmatively state that copyrights apply to images of public domain works.
• Terms and conditions may also require that any reproduction bear a copyright statement in the name of the museum.
Museum

Language

Source/Date Obtained

Art Institute of Chicago

The images and other content on the Site are protected by copyright and may be covered Terms and Conditions,
by other restrictions as well. The Art Institute of Chicago, and relevant third parties,
http://www.artic.edu/aic/copyright.html, June 5,
own and expressly reserve all rights, including copyright, in whole and in part,
2009
throughout the world, in the materials on the Site.

The Andy Warhol Museum All paintings, prints, sculptures and photographs by Andy Warhol © 2007 The Andy
Warhol Foundation for the Visual Arts, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

the warhol: Legal & Credits,
http://www.warhol.org/credits.html, August 7,
2009

Asia Society Museum

All material, including images, appearing on site are property of the Society or used by
permission, and are protected by United States and International Copyright law and do
not constitute material in the public domain.

Asia Society Terms & Conditions,
http://www.artic.edu/aic/copyright.html, July
31, 2009

Birmingham Museum of
Art

Copyright laws protect the Site's software, documentation, electronic text and image
Copyright, ¶ 1, http://www.artsbma.org/cfiles, audio and video clips, and other material, including reproductions of works of art copyright-2008-birmingham-museum-of-art,
licensed to the Birmingham Museum of Art by third parties (the “Licensed Works”);
June 8, 2009
other restrictions may also apply. The Birmingham Museum of Art (the “Museum”)
retains all rights, including copyright, [in the] image, text, and any other information
contained in the Site (except for the Licensed Works) which are referred to collectively
herein as the “Material(s).” Copyright and other proprietary rights in the Materials may
be held by individuals and/or other entities other than the Museum.

Brooklyn Museum of Art

CC: Copyright 2004-2009 the Brooklyn Museum. Some rights reserved.

Dallas Museum of Art

All text and images on this web site are copyright property of the Dallas Museum of Art Copyright, http://www.dmunless otherwise noted.
art.org/Copyright/index.htm, August 5, 2009
Images on website are protected by copyright and may be covered by other restrictions
as well. Museum retains all rights, including copyright, in images. Copyright and other
proprietary rights may be held by individual or entities other than, or in addition to, the
Museum.
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About: Copyright,
http://www.brooklynmuseum.org/copyright.php
, June 22, 2009

Terms & Conditions, ¶ 1, http://www.dmart.org/TermsConditions/index.htm, August 5,
2009

Detroit Institute of Arts

All images on DIA web pages are “Photograph © The Detroit Institute of Arts.”

Rights and Reproductions,
http://www.dia.org/the_collection/rights_and_re
productions/index.asp, June 5, 2009

Fine Arts Museums of San
Francisco

ImageBase Artworks Copyright: All works of art displayed on the FAMSF ImageBase
are copyrighted by either the Fine Arts Museums of San Francisco, the artist, or their
respective copyright holders.

Copyright Information,
http://www.famsf.org/fam/article.asp?key=2,
August 7, 2009

The copyright symbol of the Museum must be prominently displayed: © Fine Arts
Museums of San Francisco.

The ImageBase: Photo Services, Policy on
Rights and Reproductions of Electronic Images,
¶ 7,
http://www.famsf.org/fam/about/imagebase/sub
page.asp?subpagekey=75, August 7, 2009

Website and its contents, including images, are copyright 1998-2009 The Frick
Collection. Site is for personal, educational, non-commercial use only and may not be
reproduced in any form without express permission.

Copyright Information (Image Permissions),
http://www.frick.org/copyright/index.htm, June
10, 2009

The Frick Collection

All material on web site, including images, is owned and controlled by The Frick
Terms of Use,
Collection. Web site and its content are protected by copyright pursuant to US copyright http://www.frick.org/terms/index.htm, June 10,
laws, international conventions, and other copyright laws.
2009
Each reproduction covered by this application shall bear the credit line: COPYRIGHT
THE FRICK COLLECTION, NEW YORK

The Getty

Application for Permission to Reproduce in
Black-and-White Objects in The Frick
Collection,
http://www.frick.org/assets/PDFs/copyright/B_
W.pdf, September 29, 2009;
Application for Permission to Reproduce in
Color Objects in The Frick Collection,
http://www.frick.org/assets/PDFs/copyright/CO
LOR.pdf, September 29, 2009;
Application for Permission to Reproduce in
Electronic Format Objects in The Frick
Collection,
http://www.frick.org/assets/PDFs/copyright/EL
ECTRONIC.pdf, September 29, 2009

Any displays or printouts of content must be marked “(c)” [insert year] The J. Paul Getty Terms of Use/Copyright, ¶ 7,
Trust. All rights reserved.”
http://www.getty.edu/legal/copyright.html, June
5, 2009
The Getty retains all copyright ownership and all rights to exploit its copyrights where
applicable. All rights not expressly granted herein are reserved to the Getty.
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Terms of Use for Study, Reference, or Lecture
Images for Personal Use, ¶ 5,

http://www.getty.edu/legal/image_request/terms
_study.html, June 5, 2009;
Contact Library Rights & Reproductions: Terms
of Use for Study, Reference, or Lecture Images
for Personal Use, ¶ 5,
http://www.getty.edu/research/conducting_resea
rch/library/rights_repro/terms_personal_use.ht
ml, June 5, 2009
Harvard Art Museum

Copyright and Other Protection. The Site and much of the text, images, graphics, audio
and video clips, information and other content of the Site are protected by copyright,
trademark and other laws. We and applicable third parties own the copyright and other
rights in the Site and the Content. You may use the Site and the Content only in the
manner and for the purposes specified in these Terms of Use.

Terms of Use, ¶ 1,
http://www.harvardartmuseum.org/home/terms_
of_use.dot, June 22, 2009

High Museum of Art

Copyrights: All of the content of this website – including...images... – is protected by
High Museum of Art Terms & Conditions, ¶ 1,
United States copyright laws. The Content of www.high.org is copyrighted as a
http://www.high.org/main.taf?p=0,1,3, August
collective work under the United States copyright laws. Except as granted in the limited 5, 2009
license below, any other use of this Content, including modification, transmission,
presentation, distribution, or republication, is prohibited without the prior written
consent of the High Museum of Art. The copyright of the Content and other proprietary
rights are held by the Museum or other entities and individuals.

Indianapolis Museum of Art All materials in all formats within this web site are protected by copyright laws and may Copyright 2008 IMA. All rights reserved.,
be covered by other restrictions as well. The IMA retains all rights, including copyright, http://www.imamuseum.org/connect/copyright,
in data, image, text, and any other information contained in these files.
June 22, 2009
The John and Mable
Ringling Museum of Art

The graphics, photographs, and text … are copyrighted and redistribution or commercial Copyright,
use is prohibited without express written permission.
http://www.ringling.org/printing.aspx?id=188,
You may print (but not redistribute) images or information for non-commercial or
August 7, 2009
educational purposes only. The user assumes all risks of copyright infringement.

Los Angeles County
Museum of Art

The images on the Site are protected by copyright and may be subject to other
restrictions as well. LACMA and relevant third parties retain all rights, including
copyright, in images. Users may download Materials subject to the preceding and
following Terms and Conditions, and subject to any additional terms or restrictions
applicable to the individual file or program, provided all copyright and other proprietary
notices contained on the Materials are retained.

The Metropolitan Museum
of Art

The text, images, and data on website are protected by copyright and may be covered by Terms and Conditions, ¶ 1,
other restrictions. Museum retains all rights, including copyright, in data, images,
http://www.metmuseum.org/information/terms.
software, documentation, text, and other information (collectively, the “Materials”).
asp, June 10, 2009
Copyright and other proprietary rights may by individuals or entities other than, or in
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LACMA Collections Online Terms of Use
Agreement, ¶ 1,
http://collectionsonline.lacma.org/mweb/copyri
ghtAgreement.asp, June 8, 2009

addition to, the museum.
Minneapolis Institute of
Arts

Museum of Fine Arts,
Boston

Peabody Essex Museum

Pennsylvania Academy of
Fine Arts

None of the materials published here within may be reused in the public domain

About the Museum / Contact Us,
http://artsmia.org/index.php?section_id=39,
August 7, 2009

Copyright: All content including images … published within the Arts ConnectEd web
site by the two partner organizations is for noncommercial, educational and/or personal
use only. Any commercial use or republication is strictly prohibited. Copying,
redistribution, or exploitation for personal or corporate gain is not permitted.

About ArtsConnectEd,
http://www.artsconnected.org/help/artsconnecte
d-information#97640, August 7, 2009

Images on the MFA's website – created as a public educational resource – are the
property of the MFA and are protected by copyright.

Web Use and Gallery Photography,
http://www.mfa.org/about/sub.asp?key=50 key
=1082&topkey=50, June 22, 2009

The Images depict objects from the MFA's collection in a manner expressing the
scholarly and aesthetic view of the MFA. The Images are not simple reproductions of
the works depicted and are protected by copyright.

Terms and Conditions of Image Usage,
http://www.mfa.org//master/sub.asp?key=45 k
ey=2179, June 22, 2009

Text and image files … are the property of PEM and may be protected by copyright and Peabody Essex Museum Terms of Use Policy,
other restrictions.
http://www.pem.org/homepage/terms.php, June
10, 2009
The purchase of a photograph, or scan or a photographic image or the transmission of an
electronic image or the rental of a color transparency does not itself carry with it the
right to publish, nor make a reproduction, scan, or transmit, broadcast, digitize, or
otherwise make available in any form. Copyright of all images remains the property of
the Peabody Essex Museum.

Application for Permission to Reproduce
Images, ¶ 2,
http://www.pem.org/museum/photo_permission
_application.pdf, June 10, 2009

All copyrightable text and graphics … are © 2007 Essex Image Vault. All rights
reserved. You may electronically copy or print hard copies of pages from this website
solely for personal, noncommercial purposes related to placing an order or shopping
with Essex Image Vault. Any other copying, distribution, retransmission, or
modification of information or materials on this site, whether in electronic or hard copy
form, without the express prior written permission of Essex Image Vault, is strictly
prohibited.
ALL IMAGES ON THIS SITE ARE COPYRIGHTED.

Essex Image Vault: Copyright
http://www.esseximages.com/copyright.html,
June 10, 2009

Material and content on the web site are the property of the Academy or its licensors
Web Site Terms of Use,
respectively, and are protected under the copyright laws of the United States and other
http://www.pafa.org/Terms-of-Use/26/, August
jurisdictions. Your use of our web site grants you no rights or licenses to copyrights,
7, 2009
trademarks, patents, or other individually property rights of the Academy except as
expressly stated in our Copyright Policy. You agree not to use any material or content in
a way that infringes those copyrights or other rights. Your rights to use and enjoy the
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material and content contained within the Academy's web site are further governed by
the Copyright Policy, which is made a part of these Terms...
Philadelphia Museum of
Art

Web Policy: Copyright, ¶ 1,
Copyright laws protect the Site's … image files, … and other material, including
http://www.philamuseum.org/copyright.html,
reproductions of works of art licensed to The Philadelphia Museum of Art by third
parties (the “Licensed Works”); other restrictions may often apply. The Philadelphia
June 12, 2009
Museum of Art retains all rights, including copyright, in data, image, text, and any other
information contained in the Site (except for the Licensed Works) which are referred to
collectively herein as the “Material(s).” Copyright and other proprietary rights in the
Materials may be held by individuals and/or entities other than the Museum. The
Museum expressly prohibits the copying, display, publication, distribution, modification,
or exploitation for commercial or other purposes of any protected Material(s) on the
Site, except for the purposes of fair use as defined in the copyright laws, and as
described below.

Phoebe A. Hearst Museum
of Anthropology

The Phoebe Hearst Museum retains all reproduction rights for its photographic images,
films, and sound recordings, unless they are already in the public domain. … Images of
Museum objects are available for purchase, and limited permission to publish these
images can be requested.

Rights, Reproduction Policies and Fees,
http://hearstmuseum.berkeley.edu/media/rights.
html, June 10, 2009

All … images … contained in this web site are © The Phoebe A. Hearst Museum unless
otherwise noted. Images and graphics may not be used in any way – online or in print –
without the express written permission of the Hearst Museum. This includes, but is not
limited to, personal web pages, multimedia presentations, CD-ROM's of any type and
web or FTP based clip-art collections.

Public and Media Access: Copyright
Information,
http://hearstmuseum.berkeley.edu/media/copyri
ght.php, June 10, 2009

Portland Art Museum

Rights and Restrictions of Use: The Portland Art Museum retains all rights (including
copyright) and restrictions for … image files … and all other materials on this web site.
Copyrights and other proprietary rights for the materials on this Web site may also
subsist in individuals and entities other than, and in addition to, the Portland Art
Museum. The PAM expressly prohibits the copying of any protected materials on this
Web site, except for the purposes of fair use, as defined by United states copyright laws
and as described below.

Copyright,
http://portlandartmuseum.org/about/copyright/,
June 12, 2009

Saint Louis Art Museum

The Saint Louis Art Museum retains all rights, including copyright, to text, images,
logos, and any other information [on] the website.

Terms of Use,
http://www.slam.org/index.aspx?id=190,
August 7, 2009

San Diego Museum of Art

Copyright laws protect site's image files and other material, including art reproductions Copyright Notice, http://www.sdmart.org/infolicensed to The San Diego Museum of Art by third parties (the “Licensed Works”); other copyright.html, June 8, 2009
restrictions may also apply. [The Museum] retains all rights, including copyright in ...
image[s] … contained in the Site (except for the Licensed Works).
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Seattle Art Museum

The contents of this website, including all images … are owned by the Seattle Art
Museum or used by SAM in accordance with copyright laws and with the appropriate
third party's permission.

Terms of Use & Privacy Policy,
http://www.seattleartmuseum.org/termsUse/ter
ms.asp, June 22, 2009

Smithsonian American Art
Museum and the Renwick
Gallery

Text and image files … [are] the property of the Smithsonian Institution and may be
Copyright Terms and Conditions,
protected by copyright and other restrictions as well. Copyrights and other proprietary http://www.si.edu/copyright/, June 22, 2009
rights in the content of this website may also be owned by individuals and entities other
than, and in addition to, the Smithsonian Institution. Smithsonian expressly prohibits the
copying of any protected materials on this website, except for the purposes of fair use as
defined in the copyright law, and as described below.

Whitney Museum of
American Art

The museum retains all rights, including copyright, in data, image, text, and any other
information contained in these files. … Material contained in website is copyrighted by
the museum or by third parties from whom the museum has obtained permission.

Rights and Reproductions,
http://www.whitney.org/www/collection/rights.j
sp, June 8, 2009

Yale University Art Gallery The Yale University Art Gallery retains all rights, including copyright, in data, images … Terms and Conditions, ¶ 1,
and other information contained in these files (collectively, the “Materials”) subject in
http://artgallery.yale.edu/pages/terms.html, June
some cases to third-party rights. Copyright and other proprietary rights may be held by 22, 2009
individuals or entities other than, or in addition to, the Gallery.

II. Prohibitions on reproduction or distribution
• Terms and conditions commonly prohibit any reproduction, distribution, downloading, or publication of images without the express written consent of the
museum.
• Terms and conditions may allow “personal use” while restricting reproduction or distribution for commercial purposes.
• License agreements for images supplied for personal study or research often do not grant permission for reproduction of publication.
• Museums that make low-resolution images available on their websites commonly prohibit the reproduction or publication these images.
Museum

Language

Source/Date Obtained

Art Institute of Chicago

You may not import or capture any image or other material on the Art Institute's Web site Terms and Conditions,
without obtaining prior written permission from the Art Institute (Image Rights
http://www.artic.edu/aic/copyright.html, June 5,
Department) or other applicable third-party rights holder.
2009
You may not distribute, modify, transmit, reuse, download, repost, copy, or use the
contents of the Site for public or commercial purposes, or for personal gain, without
express prior written permission.

Terms and Conditions,
http://www.artic.edu/aic/copyright.html, June 5,
2009

Research and Educational Use: Image Licensing can provide a print, slide, or lowresolution JPG for scholarly or personal research, or educational use in the classroom.
Materials are for research and educational purposes only and not intended for use in
publication, broadcast, or any other medium.

Terms and Conditions,
http://www.artic.edu/aic/copyright.html, June 5,
2009
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The Andy Warhol Museum The contents of this site may not be reproduced in any form without the permission of
the Andy Warhol Museum.

the warhol: Legal & Credits,
http://www.warhol.org/credits.html, August 7,
2009

Asia Society Museum

No part of this site may be copied, published, stored, re-distributed or otherwise
exploited for any commercial purpose in any form or by any means without the express
advance written permission of the society.

Asia Society Terms & Conditions,
http://www.artic.edu/aic/copyright.html, July
31, 2009

Birmingham Museum of
Art

The Museum expressly prohibits the copying, display, publication, distribution,
modification, or exploitation for commercial or other purposes of any protected
Material(s) on the Site, except for the purposes of fair use as defined in the copyright
laws, and as described below.

Copyright, ¶ 1, http://www.artsbma.org/ccopyright-2008-birmingham-museum-of-art,
June 8, 2009

Carnegie Museum of Art

35mm slides may not be reproduced; they are for study purposes only

Carnegie Museum of Art Fee Schedule,
http://www.cmoa.org/collections/FeeSchedule2
008.pdf, June 22, 2009

[Images] may not be duplicated by outside companies or photographers without the prior Reproduction of Works of Art in the Carnegie
written consent of the museum, and not for commercial purposes.
Museum (General Conditions for Print
Reproduction),
http://www.cmoa.org/collections/RRprintconditi
ons.pdf, June 22, 2009
Cincinnati Art Museum

Manipulation or redistribution in any form for commercial use, including commercial
publication, or for personal gain is strictly prohibited.

Terms of Use: Collection,
http://72.249.182.183/collection/terms.page.do?
request=/results.do%3Fhighlight%3D15,
August 5, 2009

The Cleveland Museum of
Art

All images are for personal use only. Commercial use or publication is strictly
prohibited. Copying, redistribution or exploitation for personal or corporate gain is not
permitted.

Rights and Restrictions,
http://www.clemusart.com/collections/disclaim.
aspx, June 8, 2009

Images may not be transferred to other libraries, institutions, or persons. Images may
not be transmitted over the internet. Images may not be downloaded for publication,
scholarly, or otherwise, or for any purpose other than teaching or research. Images may
not be resold, leased, transferred, or distributed in whole or in part.

Ingalls Library Policies,
http://library.clevelandart.org/ingalls_library/pol
icies.php, June 8, 2009

Any commercial reproduction, redistribution, publication, or other use by electronic
means or otherwise is prohibited unless pursuant to a written license signed by the
Museum.

Copyright, http://www.dmart.org/Copyright/index.htm, August 5, 2009

Copying or redistribution in any manner for commercial use, including commercial
publication, or for personal gain is strictly prohibited.

Terms & Conditions, ¶ 2, http://www.dmart.org/TermsConditions/index.htm, August 5,
2009

Dallas Museum of Art
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Detroit Institute of Arts

Low-resolution images may be published in electronic media only. We do not allow
print reproduction of these images in any form.

Rights and Reproductions,
http://www.dia.org/the_collection/rights_and_re
productions/index.asp, June 5, 2009

El Museo del Barrio

Duplication. Under no circumstances may users duplicate any photographic materials
supplied by El Museo del Barrio.

Photographic Reproduction Agreement, ¶ 5
obtained from Museum, December 1, 2009

Fine Arts Museums of San
Francisco

Your product must be copyrighted and contain a general notice of copyright which
includes the following language: “Warning: All rights reserved. Unauthorized public
performance, broadcasting, transmission, or copying, mechanical or electronic, is a
violation of applicable laws. This product and the individual images contained within
are protected under the Laws of the U.S. and other countries. Unauthorized duplication,
distribution, transmission, or exhibition of the whole or of an part therein may result in
civil liability and criminal prosecution. The downloading of images is not permitted.”

The ImageBase: Photo Services, Policy on
Rights and Reproductions of Electronic Images,
¶ 1,
http://www.famsf.org/fam/about/imagebase/sub
page.asp?subpagekey=75, August 7, 2009

No downloading of images by a third party or for another project other than that which
is stated on the “Application for Permission to Reproduce Works of Art” is allowed.

The ImageBase: Photo Services, Policy on
Rights and Reproductions of Electronic Images,
¶ 2,
http://www.famsf.org/fam/about/imagebase/sub
page.asp?subpagekey=75, August 7, 2009

The transfer of images in any format is not permitted.

The ImageBase: Photo Services, Policy on
Rights and Reproductions of Electronic Images,
¶ 3,
http://www.famsf.org/fam/about/imagebase/sub
page.asp?subpagekey=75, August 7, 2009

No derivative products, additional versions, or product compilations are permitted
without specific written permission from the Museum in advance.

The ImageBase: Photo Services, Policy on
Rights and Reproductions of Electronic Images,
¶ 4,
http://www.famsf.org/fam/about/imagebase/sub
page.asp?subpagekey=75, August 7, 2009

Distribution is permitted in the product form specified on the Application only. No
transmission, downloading, broadcasting, display or performance is permitted.

The ImageBase: Photo Services, Policy on
Rights and Reproductions of Electronic Images,
¶ 5,
http://www.famsf.org/fam/about/imagebase/sub
page.asp?subpagekey=75, August 7, 2009

No reproduction in printed media is allowed without specific written permission from
the Museum in advance.

The ImageBase: Photo Services, Policy on
Rights and Reproductions of Electronic Images,
¶ 8,
http://www.famsf.org/fam/about/imagebase/sub
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page.asp?subpagekey=75, August 7, 2009
The Frick Collection

You may not download, display, reproduce, modify, perform, transfer, create derivative
works from, transmit, sell, distribute, or in any way exploit the Web site or content for
any commercial use without express written permission.

Terms of Use,
http://www.frick.org/terms/index.htm, June 10,
2009

Applicants may not duplicate in any way a photograph supplied by the Collection.
Neither may such objects be lent or used again for publication without prior written
consent.

Application for Permission to Reproduce in
Black-and-White Objects in The Frick
Collection,
http://www.frick.org/assets/PDFs/copyright/B_
W.pdf, September 29, 2009

Applicants may not duplicate in any way an ektachrome supplied by the Collection.
Neither may such objects be lent or used again for publication without prior written
consent.

Application for Permission to Reproduce in
Color Objects in The Frick Collection,
http://www.frick.org/assets/PDFs/copyright/CO
LOR.pdf, September 29, 2009

Georgia Museum of Art

Images for study, personal, and lecture use: Photographs purchased for any of these uses Photography and Rights to Reproduction,
are released to you for purposes of research, teaching, and/or enjoyment only and may
http://www.uga.edu/gamuseum/collections/right
not be reproduced or distributed in any manner. If you purchase a photograph for study, s.html, June 8, 2009
lecture, or personal use and later wish to reproduce the image, you must submit a request
for rights to reproduction to the Registrar.

Georgia O'Keeffe Museum

Permission will not be granted for three-dimensional products or commercial ventures. Rights & Reproductions,
In addition reproduction of images will not be allowed on special cards. Cover usage for http://www.okeeffemuseum.org/media-presspublications will be limited to books on O'Keeffe's life, art, or fine art in general.
room/rights-reproductions.aspx, August 5,
2009

The Getty

Downloading for commercial use is prohibited.

Terms of Use/Copyright, ¶ 3,
http://www.getty.edu/legal/copyright.html, June
5, 2009

Except as expressly permitted above, reproduction or redistribution of the Site Content is Terms of Use/Copyright,
strictly prohibited without prior written permission.
http://www.getty.edu/legal/copyright.html, June
5, 2009
Duplicates may not be made of the Images … without prior written approval. Any
Terms of Use for Print Publication [The Getty
duplicates are the property of the Getty and will be immediately provided to the Getty by Museum], ¶ 5,
the applicant.
http://www.getty.edu/legal/image_request/terms
_print.html, June 5, 2009
Duplicates may not be made of the Images supplied by the Getty without the Getty's
prior written approval. Any duplicates are the property of the Getty and will be
immediately provided to the Getty by the applicant.
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Terms of Use for Study, Reference, or Lecture
Images for Personal Use, ¶ 3,
http://www.getty.edu/legal/image_request/terms

_study.html, June 5, 2009
Duplicates may not be made of photographic materials supplied by the GRI without
prior written approval. Any duplicates are the property of the GRI and will be
immediately provided to the GRI by the applicant.

Contact Library Rights & Reproductions: Terms
of Use for Print Media, ¶ 5,
http://www.getty.edu/research/conducting_resea
rch/library/rights_repro/terms_print.html, June
5, 2009;
Contact Library Rights and Reproductions:
Terms of Use for Electronic Media or
Television/Film/Video, ¶ 5,
http://www.getty.edu/research/conducting_resea
rch/library/rights_repro/terms_electronic.html,
June 5, 2009;
Contact Library Rights & Reproductions: Terms
of Use for Study, Reference, or Lecture Images
for Personal Use, ¶ 3,
http://www.getty.edu/research/conducting_resea
rch/library/rights_repro/terms_personal_use.ht
ml, June 5, 2009

The Guggenheim

User may not duplicate a transparency; distort the color of an Image; or reproduce an
Image using a 35 millimeter slide, a printed image or photographic material obtained
elsewhere.

Guggenheim Museum Image Archive
Agreement, obtained from Museum, November
13, 2009

Harvard Art Museum

Prohibited Uses. You are prohibited from copying, displaying, publishing, distributing, Terms of Use, ¶ 4,
transmitting, modifying, performing or otherwise using or exploiting any of the
http://www.harvardartmuseum.org/home/terms_
protected Content on the Site for any commercial purpose or for the purpose of making of_use.dot, June 22, 2009
it publicly available. You are also prohibited from including any of the protected
Content in a database, web site or electronic resource, and from making any other use of
the protected Content that is not expressly permitted under Section 2.

High Museum of Art

Commercial Use Restricted: Unauthorized commercial copying, redistribution,
High Museum of Art Terms & Conditions, ¶ 1,
publication, or exploitation of the Museum's material and the Content is prohibited. If
http://www.high.org/main.taf?p=0,1,3, August
you would like to use any of these materials or Content for commercial use, publication, 5, 2009
or any other non-fair-use purpose, please contact the Museum.

Indianapolis Museum of Art Commercial Use is Restricted: Unauthorized publication or exploitation of all media
including future technologies is specifically prohibited.
Digital scans or other digital reproductions, color transparencies, monochrome
negatives, and photographic prints may not be made by outside companies or
photographers for commercial purposes without the prior written consent of the
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Copyright 2008 IMA. All rights reserved.,
http://www.imamuseum.org/connect/copyright,
June 22, 2009
Application for Permission to Reproduce,
Regulations for Reproducing Works of Art from
the Collection of the Indianapolis Museum of

Museum. Permission will be granted on condition that all transparencies, negatives,
digital files, are forwarded and assigned to the Museum after being used for the
permitted purposes. The outside photographer or publisher may retain a reasonable
number of prints for portfolio or archival use.

Art – General Conditions ¶ 10, obtained from
Museum, February 17, 2010

The John and Mable
Ringling Museum of Art

The Museum prohibits duplication of photographic materials sold or rented.

Request for Photographic Materials and
Application for Reproduction Rights,
http://www.ringling.org/uploadedFiles/Resource
s/Collections/Rights_Reproduction.pdf, August
7, 2009

Los Angeles County
Museum of Art

LACMA expressly prohibits the use, copying, display, publication, distribution,
transmission, modification, reposting or exploitation for commercial or public purposes
of any protected Materials on the Site, and permits only the purposes described above.

LACMA Collections Online Terms of Use
Agreement, ¶ 3,
http://collectionsonline.lacma.org/mweb/copyri
ghtAgreement.asp, June 8, 2009

The Metropolitan Museum
of Art

Copying or redistribution in any manner for commercial use, including commercial
publication, or for personal gain is strictly prohibited.

Terms and Conditions, ¶ 2,
http://www.metmuseum.org/information/terms.
asp, June 10, 2009

Milwaukee Art Museum

The museum also respects the intellectual property rights of artists and others. For this
reason, we remind you that you may not reproduce, alter or transmit any information or
imagery from the collection's online database for any reason except for your own
personal noncommercial use or “fair use” as this term is defined by current copyright
laws without first obtaining formal, written permission from the Milwaukee Art
Museum.

Rights + Reproduction,
http://www.mam.org/include/footers/pages/right
sRepo.php, August 7, 2009

Copyright: MAM respects the intellectual property rights of artists and others. This
Website and the images and text contained on this Website are protected by U.S. and
international copyright laws and are owned by MAM or used by MAM with permission
from the owners. Copyright for some images are held by the artists and/or their estates.
You agree not to download, copy, reproduce, publish or transmit or otherwise use any
portion of this Website including any images except for your own personal
noncommercial use or “fair use” as this term is defined by current copyright laws,
without written permission from MAM.

Rights + Reproduction,
http://www.mam.org/include/footers/pages/right
sRepo.php, August 7, 2009

Minneapolis Institute of
Arts

Any commercial use or re-publication is strictly prohibited. Copying, redistribution, or
exploitation for personal or corporate gain is not permitted.

About the Museum / Contact Us,
http://artsmia.org/index.php?section_id=39,
August 7, 2009

Museum of Fine Arts,
Boston

The reproduction, redistribution, publication, and/or exploitation of any materials and/or Web Use and Gallery Photography,
content (data, text, images, marks, or logos) for personal or commercial gain is not
http://www.mfa.org/about/sub.asp?key=50 key
=1082&topkey=50, June 22, 2009
permitted.
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Any reproduction of images from this site in a publication (with the exception of news
reporting and commentary) is not permitted.

Web Use and Gallery Photography,
http://www.mfa.org/about/sub.asp?key=50 key
=1082&topkey=50, June 22, 2009

Photographic materials ordered for study and/or personal use are intended for research
and/or private enjoyment only. If you order a black-and-white print for study purposes
and later wish to reproduce it in any manner, you must contact MFA Images for
permission.

Ordering Images for Study or Personal Use,
http://www.mfa.org/about/sub.asp?key=50 key
=2085&topkey=50, June 22, 2009

LOW-RES DIGITAL FILES AND COLOR PRINTS MAY NOT BE REPRODUCED,
PUBLISHED, SOLD, OR DISTRIBUTED IN ANY MANNER.

Ordering Images for Study or Personal Use,
http://www.mfa.org/about/sub.asp?key=50 key
=2085&topkey=50, June 22, 2009

Unless you have received a broader license from the MFA under a separate written
Terms and Conditions of Image Usage,
agreement regarding the Images signed by the MFA, your right to use the Images will be http://www.mfa.org//master/sub.asp?key=45 k
as follows. The MFA grants you permission to display and view these images directly or ey=2179, June 22, 2009
with the aid of a slide projector only in connection with non-commercial activities
including scholarly research excluding all reproduction and publication. All other rights
are reserved to MFA.
You are expressly prohibited from reproducing, distributing, or creating derivative works Terms and Conditions of Image Usage,
based upon the Images, converting the Images to any other medium, publishing,
http://www.mfa.org//master/sub.asp?key=45 k
broadcasting or transmitting the images in any medium (including digital or electronic
ey=2179, June 22, 2009
media) or using or displaying the Images in connection with activities that arise from or
relate to advertising of any kind or natural or a commercial, for-profit enterprise.

National Gallery of Art

Peabody Essex Museum

While the Images are in your possession or control you will take reasonable steps to
preserve the Images from destruction and to prevent their improper use. In particular,
and without limitation, you will not provide the Images or copies of the Images to any
other person or entity.

Terms and Conditions of Image Usage,
http://www.mfa.org//master/sub.asp?key=45 k
ey=2179, June 22, 2009

The contents of this site, including all images and text, are for personal, educational,
non-commercial use only. The contents of this site may not be reproduced in any form
without the permission of the National Gallery of Art.

Terms of Use,
http://www.nga.gov/copyright/index.shtm, June
22, 2009

Images borrowed from the image collections may not be digitized, reproduced, or
duplicated in any form or for any purpose.

Image Collections: Photographs,
http://www.nga.gov/resources/dpanotes.shtm,
June 22, 2009

Unauthorized commercial publication or exploitation of text, images or content of this
Peabody Essex Museum Terms of Use Policy,
Web site is explicitly prohibited. Anyone wishing to use any of these files or images for http://www.pem.org/homepage/terms.php, June
commercial use, publication, or any purpose other than fair use as defined by law must 10, 2009
request and receive prior written permission from PEM. Permission for such use is
granted on a case-by-case basis at PEM's sole discretion. A usage fee may be assessed
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depending on the type and nature of the proposed use.
The Peabody Essex Museum has created and maintains this site to provide artistic,
educational, and other museum information and resources to the general public. The
contents of this site are for personal, educational and/or non-commercial use only. No
part or segment of this site may be reproduced. Any reproduction of any of the text and
or images contained herein is a violation of applicable copyright laws.

Copyright Notice,
http://www.pem.org/homepage/copyright.php,
June 10, 2009

Pennsylvania Academy of
Fine Arts

The contents of each page of the PAFA website, including all digital files, data, images
and text are protected by copyright and are the property of the PAFA, or of third parties
from whom the Academy has received authorization to display such files, data, images
or text on this website. The contents of the Academy's website are made available to
website visitors for personal, education, non-commercial use only, consistent with the
principles of fair use as defined in the United States copyright laws. None of the
contents of the PAFA website may be reproduced or distributed in any form without the
permission of the Academy. Any public or commercial use of these materials without
prior written permission is a violation of federal copyright law.

Copyright Statement,
http://www.pafa.org/Copyright/25/, August 7,
2009

Phoebe A. Hearst Museum
of Anthropology

RIGHTS AND COPYRIGHT: PAHMA shall at all times retain all rights to the Property,
including copyright where applicable, and Licensee agrees to exercise due care in the
protection of such rights. Licensee agrees that no part of the Property may be
reproduced without PAHMA's express written consent, and that any reproduction of the
Property must include the credit line indicated in this agreement. Licensee agrees to
undertake other such measures as may be reasonably requested by PAHMA to assist in
tracing of any unauthorized copies. If PAHMA does not hold the copyright to the
Property, Licensee agrees to obtain the permission of the copyright holder prior to
publication, to pay any necessary fees in connection with such permission, and to hold
PAHMA harmless in the event that such permission is not obtained.

Media Permission Request and Agreement
Form, ¶ 6.4,
http://hearstmuseum.berkeley.edu/collections/p
dfs/PhotoAndMovingImagesForm.pdf, June 10,
2009

Portland Art Museum

Unauthorized commercial publication or exploitation of the PAM's files is specifically
Copyright,
prohibited. Anyone wishing to use any of these files or images for commercial use,
http://portlandartmuseum.org/about/copyright/,
publication, or any purpose other than fair use as defined by law, must request and
June 12, 2009
receive prior written permission from the PAM's Rights and Reproductions Department.

Saint Louis Art Museum

Visitors may not copy, display, distribute, download, license, modify, perform, publish,
reproduce, sell, transfer, transmit, or otherwise use any content or images from the
website for anything other than personal or educational use without the express written
consent of the Saint Louis Art Museum. Reproduction of any material on this website
for use on a personal website is strictly prohibited.

Terms of Use,
http://www.slam.org/index.aspx?id=190,
August 7, 2009

If you wish to publish or reproduce the materials in any form or use them for any
commercial purpose including display or webpage use, you must obtain prior written
approval from the Saint Louis Art Museum. The SLAM reserves the right to refuse to

Saint Louis Art Museum: Cass Gilbert's Palace
of Fine Arts: Copyright,
http://www.slam.org/modig/copyright.aspx,
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accept a reproduction request if, in its judgment, fulfillment of the request would involve August 7, 2009
violation of copyright laws.
San Diego Museum of Art

The Museum expressly prohibits the copying, display, publication, distribution,
modification, or exploitation for commercial or other purposes of any protected
Material(s) on the Site, except for purposes of fair use as defined in copyright law.

Copyright Notice, http://www.sdmart.org/infocopyright.html, June 8, 2009

Seattle Art Museum

Any commercial form of reproduction, transmission, performance, display, creation of
derivative works, publication, sale, rental, lending or storage in any retrieval system of
the materials is prohibited without the consent of the SAM. Removal of any digital
watermark, proprietary notices or accompanying text that may be included on or with
the image is prohibited.

Terms of Use & Privacy Policy,
http://www.seattleartmuseum.org/termsUse/ter
ms.asp, June 22, 2009

You may not modify any of the materials and you may not copy, distribute, transmit,
display, perform, reproduce, publish, license, create derivative works from, transfer or
sell any information or materials contained on the website. Except as authorized under
the copyright laws, you are responsible for obtaining permission before reusing any
copyrighted materials that is available on the website.

Terms of Use & Privacy Policy,
http://www.seattleartmuseum.org/termsUse/ter
ms.asp, June 22, 2009

Low resolution digital slides are available for educational research and lecture use only.
They are not permitted for publication.

The Collection: Image Rights & Reproductions,
http://www.seattleartmuseum.org/Collection/rig
hts.asp, June 22, 2009

In all cases, unauthorized use of images of works of art in the SAM collection is
prohibited. No image of any SAM collection items may be reproduced, published,
stored, or transmitted in any form or by any means without prior written permission
from the SAM.

The Collection: Image Rights & Reproductions,
http://www.seattleartmuseum.org/Collection/rig
hts.asp, June 22, 2009

Smithsonian American Art
Museum and the Renwick
Gallery

Commercial Use is Restricted: Unauthorized commercial publication or exploitation of Copyright Terms and Conditions,
any text, images or content of this website is specifically prohibited. Anyone wishing to http://www.si.edu/copyright/, June 22, 2009
use any of these files or images for commercial use, publication, or any purpose other
than fair use as defined by law, must request and receive prior written permission from
the Smithsonian Institution. Permission for such use is granted on a case-by-case basis
at the sole discretion of Smithsonian's Office of Product Placement and Licensing. A
usage fee may be assessed depending on the type and nature of the proposed fee.
May I put images, text or content from this website on another general access website or Copyright Terms and Conditions, Frequently
CD-ROM?
Asked Questions, http://www.si.edu/copyright/,
No, unless permission has been obtained in advance from the Smithsonian Institution.
June 22, 2009
Intended use (study/scholarly, lecture, or publication): Study or scholarly use consists of Rights and Reproductions, ¶ 1,
using the image for viewing, displaying, or storing in an album or other storage system http://americanart.si.edu/collections/rights/inde
for later viewing, and does not include multiple reproduction publication in any format, x.cfm, June 22, 2009
commercial exploitation, or include of the image on a personal web site.
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Sterling and Francine Clark Any commercial use or publication of material from this website is strictly prohibited.
Art Institute

Rights Policy,
http://www.clarkart.edu/museum/content.cfm?I
D=85, June 8, 2009

Whitney Museum of
American Art

Rights and Reproductions,
http://www.whitney.org/www/collection/rights.j
sp, June 8, 2009

Commercial use or publication of any material from the website is strictly prohibited.
… Copyright or redistribution in any manner for commercial use is not permitted.

Use of images for publication, commercial use, or any purpose must request and receive Rights and Reproductions,
prior written permission granted at the sole discretion of the museum.
http://www.whitney.org/www/collection/rights.j
sp, June 8, 2009
Copying or redistribution in any manner for commercial use, including commercial
publication, or for personal gain is strictly prohibited.

Yale University Art Gallery May I put images or text from the Yale University Art Gallery Web site on a CD-ROM,
public domain or otherwise?
No.
Photography listed here is provided for research or study purposes only, and no
permission will be given to re-use this photography at another time.

Whitney Museum of American Art Terms and
Conditions, ¶ 2,
http://whitney.org/www/information/terms_con
ditions.jsp, June 8, 2009
Terms and Conditions, Frequently Asked
Questions,
http://artgallery.yale.edu/pages/terms.html, June
22, 2009
Rights and Reproductions Request Form –
Request for Research Only
http://artgallery.yale.edu/pdf/info/yuag_rights_r
esearch.pdf, February 5, 2010

III. Permissible Uses
• Terms and conditions typically allow for personal, educational, or noncommercial uses of web images. Permitted uses may be limited to viewing or may allow
for limited reproduction or distribution.
• Many museums also allow for “fair use” of web images. “Fair use” may be defined according to U.S. copyright law or the museum’s own definition, which
may be more restrictive (e.g. only noncommercial uses).
• Although museums may allow for fair use of web images, license agreements for images supplied by museums do not provide for rights of fair use.
• Some museums specifically allow for certain educational uses of images that extend “beyond fair use,” or provide FAQs addressing permissible educational
uses.
Museum

Language

Source/Date Obtained

Art Institute of Chicago

You may use this Site for limited noncommercial, educational, and personal use only, or Terms and Conditions,
for “fair use” as authorized in the United States copyright laws, and provided further that http://www.artic.edu/aic/copyright.html, June 5,
you also retain all copyright and other proprietary notices contained on the materials and 2009
cite the author and source of the materials.
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The Andy Warhol Museum You may view and download materials in this site for personal, informational and noncommercial use only.

the warhol: Legal & Credits,
http://www.warhol.org/credits.html, August 7,
2009

Asia Society Museum

Material on this site may be used for personal or educational use only.

Asia Society Terms & Conditions,
http://www.artic.edu/aic/copyright.html, July
31, 2009

Birmingham Museum of
Art

Fair use of copyrighted material includes the use of protected Material(s) for limited,
Copyright, ¶ 2, http://www.artsbma.org/cpurely non-commercial education purposes, such as teaching, scholarship, research,
copyright-2008-birmingham-museum-of-art,
criticism, commentary, and news reporting. Unless otherwise noted, users who wish to June 8, 2009
download or print data, text, image, or other files included in the Materials may do so
without the Museum's prior express permission. Users must, however, cite the author
and source of this material as they would material from any printed or other work, and
the citations should include the URL “http://www.artsbma.org.” The Museum does not
warrant or represent that the use of Material(s) displayed on the Site will not infringe the
rights of third parties not owned or affiliated with the Museum.

Blanton Museum of Art

[I]it is acceptable for staff, faculty and students to use our images in material for
Copyright and Reproduction Policy, obtained
educational purposes under the following circumstances:
from Museum, May 7, 2010
• Incorporating others' works into a multimedia work.
• Displaying and performing a multimedia work.
• In connection with the creation of class assignments, curriculum materials,
remote instruction, examinations, student portfolios, and professional symposia.
These guidelines are based on the assumption that the user is creating a new and unique
work, is not distributing multiple copies of the work, and is conservative in use of the
work.

Brooklyn Museum of Art

Non-commercial use of text and images in which the Brooklyn Museum holds the
copyright is permitted, with attributed under the terms and conditions of a Creative
Commons License.

About: Copyright,
http://www.brooklynmuseum.org/copyright.php
, June 22, 2009

You may use and share images from our web site for non-commercial purposes with
attribution to the Brooklyn Museum in accordance with our copyright policy. The
museum charges licensing fees for commercial use of images, which help fund ongoing
efforts to care for our collection.

About: Images,
http://www.brooklynmuseum.org/image_service
s.php, June 22, 2009

Cincinnati Art Museum

The contents of this Web site are available for personal use and may be freely accessed
or downloaded on a temporary basis for the sole purpose of viewing, or for fair use as
defined in the United States copyright law.

Terms of Use: Collection,
http://72.249.182.183/collection/terms.page.do?
request=/results.do%3Fhighlight%3D15,
August 5, 2009

The Cleveland Museum of

The Image Library database may be used only for research, study, teaching, lecturing,

Ingalls Library Policies,
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Art

and non-commercial purposes.

Dallas Museum of Art

The Museum is committed to protecting the intellectual property rights or artists and
Terms & Conditions, ¶ 2, http://www.dmothers who hold copyright. It expressly prohibits the copying of any protected materials, art.org/TermsConditions/index.htm, August 5,
except for limited non-commercial, educational, and personal use only, or for fair use as 2009
defined in the United States copyright laws. Users may download these files for their
own use, subject to any additional terms or restrictions which may be applicable to the
individual file or program.

The Frick Collection

License to Use Web Site and Contents: Subject to terms and conditions, grants a nonexclusive, non-transferable, limited, revocable right to access, use and display website
and its content and materials. Web site, content, and materials are only for personal,
educational, non-commercial use.

Terms of Use,
http://www.frick.org/terms/index.htm, June 10,
2009

You may view material for personal, educational, non-commercial use only.

Terms of Use,
http://www.frick.org/terms/index.htm, June 10,
2009

Unless otherwise restricted, you may only [view, download and print the Site Content]
for your own personal and noncommercial use, or for fair use as defined in the U.S.
copyright laws.

Terms of Use/Copyright, ¶ 2,
http://www.getty.edu/legal/copyright.html, June
5, 2009

The Getty

http://library.clevelandart.org/ingalls_library/pol
icies.php, June 8, 2009

Downloading for personal web sites is subject to review and approval by the Getty
Terms of Use/Copyright, ¶ 4,
provided your site takes no advertising and has no commercial sponsors, does not charge http://www.getty.edu/legal/copyright.html, June
a fee for services, and does not offer any product or service for sale including your own 5, 2009
works.
Images with “No Known Copyright Restrictions” in The Commons on Flickr:
Terms of Use/Copyright,
The Getty Research Institute is a member of The Commons on Flickr. The mark of “no http://www.getty.edu/legal/copyright.html, June
known copyright restrictions” on images in Flickr indicates that the Getty is unaware of 5, 2009
any current copyright restrictions on the works so designated..
The images shared as part of The Commons are for personal research and enjoyment.
The Getty does not warrant that sharing will not infringe upon the rights of third parties
holding rights to these works. It is your responsibility to determine and satisfy copyright
and other use restrictions before copying, transmitting, or making other use of protected
items.
The JPGM grants permission to download collection images for your own personal and
non-commercial use, or for fair use as defined in the United States copyright laws.
Requests for all other uses must be made in writing, and the Museum will only consider
requests to use or reproduce images of objects in its collection for scholarly, educational,
or non-commercial purposes.
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Ordering and Reproducing Images from the J.
Paul Getty Museum's Collection,
http://www.getty.edu/legal/image_request/index
.html, June 5, 2009

The Guggenheim

You may not reproduce, distribute, display, transmit, modify, perform, adapt, generate
Terms and Conditions of Use,
derivative works, or other use the Content without the prior written permission of the
http://www.guggenheim.org/terms-conditions/,
Foundation unless your use qualifies as (1) Fair Use or another legislative exemption,
August 5, 2009
(2) Special Permission for Educators, or (3) Press Use, all of which are further described
below.
Terms and Conditions of Use,
Fair Use and Other Exemptions:
The Foundation does not object to your reproduction, distribution, display, transmission, http://www.guggenheim.org/terms-conditions/,
performance, and use of the Content and/or Compilation if done in accordance with 17 August 5, 2009
U.S.C. 107 (“Fair Use”), 17 U.S.C. 110 (the Teach Act), or other applicable limitations
and exemptions set forth in the U.S. Copyright Act and related laws.
Unless otherwise noted on the Web page, no express permission is required from the
Foundation for use that falls within Fair use or another legislative exemption, but two
conditions apply: 1) No modifications may be made as to the integrity or attribution of
the Content; and 2) All copies of the Content must bear accurate identifying information,
including proprietary collection information, credit lines, copyright and trademark
notices, and a citation to the Site.
Terms and Conditions of Use,
Beyond Fair Use: Special Permissions for Educators
http://www.guggenheim.org/terms-conditions/,
The Foundation recognizes that not every educational use qualifies for Fair use or
another legislative exemption. In order to further support the work of teachers and other August 5, 2009
educators, in accordance with our own charitable and educational mission, we therefore
consent to the following additional uses of our Site:
Subject specifically to the rights of third parties (which are entirely the responsibility of
the user), the Foundation consents to the reproduction, distribution, display,
transmission, performance, and use of the Content by individual teachers and other
educators if done for the limited purpose of classroom or workshop instruction
(including online instruction) in a school, museum, or other educational organization;
provided, however, said organization is a not-for-profit corporation and provided,
further, that the Content is not sold or otherwise commercially distributed. This
provision does not apply to corporations who package, prepare, or sell educational
materials for teachers and educators.
Unless otherwise noted on the Web page, no express permission is required by the
Foundation for a Limited Educational Exception, but two conditions apply: 1) No
modifications may be made as to the integrity or attribution of the Content; and 2) All
copies of the Content must bear accurate identifying information, including proprietary
collection information, credit lines, copyright and trademark notices, and a citation to the
Site.

Hammer Museum

The contents of the OAC database are made publicly available by the collection-holding Online Archive of California: Copyright
repositories for use in research, teaching, and private study.
Statement and Conditions of Use,
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http://oac.cdlib.org/about/copyright.html, June
10, 2009
Harvard Art Museum

Permitted Uses. The Content is made available solely for your limited personal,
Terms of Use, ¶ 2,
noncommercial use for educational or scholarly purposes, or for other fair use to the
http://www.harvardartmuseum.org/home/terms_
extent permitted under United States copyright law. Unless otherwise specified on the
of_use.dot, June 22, 2009
Site, you may employ the normal functions of your browser to download and print a
single copy of individual Content files for such use, provided that you retain all
copyright and other proprietary notices associated with the Content. You must cite the
author/artist and source of the Content as you would content from any printed work, and
the citation should include the URL “www.harvardartmuseum.edu”
The Harvard Art Museum encourages the use of the contents of the site for personal,
noncommercial use for educational or scholarly purposes. Please note that some of the
content of the site is protected by third party rights. For example, large images of some
objects are not available because of restrictions from copyright holders.

High Museum of Art

Image Copyright,
http://www.harvardartmuseum.org/home/imagecopyright.dot, June 22, 2009

Limited, Non-Exclusive, Non-Transferable, Revocable License: You may display and – High Museum of Art Terms & Conditions, ¶ 1,
subject to any expressly stated restrictions or limitations relating to specific material as http://www.high.org/main.taf?p=0,1,3, August
may be posted on the Website or otherwise known to you – download portions of the
5, 2009
material from the various locations on the Museum solely for your noncommercial use,
provided that you do not alter or modify the content in any way and that you maintain
any notices contained in the content, such as all copyright notices, trademark legends, or
other proprietary rights notices. The limited license granted by these Terms and
Conditions is non-exclusive and nontransferable.
Fair Use Permitted: In addition to the above license, “fair use” (as defined by U.S.
High Museum of Art Terms & Conditions, ¶ 1,
copyright laws) of the Content is also permitted. Fair use of copyrighted material
http://www.high.org/main.taf?p=0,1,3, August
includes the use of protected materials for noncommercial, educational purposes, such
5, 2009
as teaching, scholarship, research, criticism, commentary, and news reporting. However,
you must cite (refer to) the author and source of this material as you would material
from any printed work. The citation should include reference to this Website's address,
http://www.high.org

The Huntington Library and Permission to reproduce images owned by the Huntington is granted when the use of the Permission to Publish Policy,
Art Collections
materials in publications, in any format, conforms to the following terms:
http://www.huntington.org/huntingtonlibrary.as
Images are used for scholarly, educational, artistic, cultural, or scientific purposes which px?id=590, August 7, 2009
support the Huntington's mission of the advancement of learning through research and
the production of scholarly works; or for Huntington-approved commercial purposes.
Permission to reproduce images owned by the Huntington is granted when the use of the Permission to Publish Policy,
materials in publications, in any format, conforms to the following terms: . . .
http://www.huntington.org/huntingtonlibrary.as
px?id=590, August 7, 2009
The integrity of the images used commercially is maintained and their use meets
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standards of appropriateness established by the Huntington. Some examples of
inappropriate use may be defined as context that might be misleading or defamatory,
alteration of the original form, meaning, or intent of the creator of the materials, or use
that would compete with or detract from an existing or planned Huntington use.
Permission to reproduce images owned by the Huntington is granted when the use of the Permission to Publish Policy,
materials in publications, in any format, conforms to the following terms: . . .
http://www.huntington.org/huntingtonlibrary.as
The use of the materials in publication complies with any donor agreements attached to px?id=590, August 7, 2009
the materials.
Indianapolis Museum of Art The IMA expressly prohibits the copying of any protected materials on this web site,
except for the purposes of fair use as defined in the copyright laws, and as described
below.

Copyright 2008 IMA. All rights reserved.,
http://www.imamuseum.org/connect/copyright,
June 22, 2009

Fair use of copyrighted material includes the use of protected materials for
noncommercial educational purposes, such as teaching, scholarship, research, criticism,
commentary, and news reporting. Unless otherwise noted, users who wish to download
or print … image and other files from the IMA's web site for such uses are welcome to
do so without the IMA's express permission. Users must cite the author and source of
this material...

Copyright 2008 IMA. All rights reserved.,
http://www.imamuseum.org/connect/copyright,
June 22, 2009

By downloading, printing, or otherwise using text, audio, video, image and other files
from this Web site, whether accessed directly from this Web site or via other sites or
mechanisms, users agree that they will limit their use of such files to fair use, and will
not violate the IMA’s or any other party's proprietary rights.

Copyright 2008 IMA. All rights reserved.,
http://www.imamuseum.org/connect/copyright,
June 22, 2009

Los Angeles County
Museum of Art

The Materials are made available for use without permission only for limited noncommercial personal or educational use, or for fair use as defined in the United States
copyright laws. Users must cite the author/artist and source of this Material as they
would material from any printed or other work, and the citation should include the URL
“www.lacma.org” in addition to all copyright and other proprietary notices contained on
the Materials. In granting this limited permission, however, note that MACMA does not
warrant or represent that use of Materials displayed on the Site will not infringe the
rights of third parties not owned by or affiliated with LACMA. Copyright and other
proprietary rights in the Materials may be held by individuals and/or entities other than
LACMA, including reproductions of works of art licensed to LACMA by third parties
such as artists or artists' heirs holding rights to these works, or images of people or
places displayed on the Site. Use of these images by you is prohibited unless
specifically permitted by these Terms and Conditions.

LACMA Collections Online Terms of Use
Agreement, ¶ 2,
http://collectionsonline.lacma.org/mweb/copyri
ghtAgreement.asp, June 8, 2009

The Metropolitan Museum
of Art

Materials available for limited non-commercial, educational, and personal use only, or
Terms and Conditions, ¶ 2,
for fair use as defined in the United States copyright laws. Users may download files for http://www.metmuseum.org/information/terms.
their own use, subject to any additional terms or restrictions which may be applicable to asp, June 10, 2009
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the individual file or program. Users must, however, cite the author and source of the
Materials as they would material from any printed work, and the citations should include
the URL “www.metmuseum.org.”
Milwaukee Art Museum

Fair Use is Permitted: Fair use of copyrighted material includes the use of protected
Rights + Reproduction,
materials for noncommercial educational purposes, such as teaching, scholarship,
http://www.mam.org/include/footers/pages/right
research, criticism, commentary, and news reporting. Unless otherwise noted, users who sRepo.php, August 7, 2009
wish to download or print text, audio, video, image and other files from the Milwaukee
Art Museum's web site for such uses are welcome to do so without the MAM's express
permission. Users must cite the author and source of this material as they would
material from any printed work; the citation should include the URL
http://www.mam.org

Minneapolis Institute of
Arts

All images published by the MIA within this website and the ArtsConnectEd database
and web site are for non-commercial, educational, and/or personal use only.

About the Museum / Contact Us,
http://artsmia.org/index.php?section_id=39,
August 7, 2009

Museum of Fine Arts,
Boston

Provided the source is cited, personal and educational use (as defined by fair use in US
copyright law) is permitted.

Web Use and Gallery Photography,
http://www.mfa.org/about/sub.asp?key=50 key
=1082&topkey=50, June 22, 2009

National Gallery of Art

Researchers are permitted to photocopy images from the collection for their own
personal use.

Image Collections: Photographs,
http://www.nga.gov/resources/dpanotes.shtm,
June 22, 2009

Peabody Essex Museum

PEM expressly prohibits the copying of any protected materials on this Web site, except Peabody Essex Museum Terms of Use Policy,
for the purposes of fair use as defined in U.S. copyright law and as described below.
http://www.pem.org/homepage/terms.php, June
Fair use of copyrighted material includes the use of protected materials for
10, 2009
noncommercial educational purposes, such as teaching, scholarship, research, criticism,
commentary, and news reporting. Unless otherwise noted, users who wish to download
or print text and image files from this Web site for such uses may do so without PEM's
express permission, provided that they comply with the following conditions:
• The content may be used only for personal, educational or noncommercial
purposes
• Users must cite the author and source of the content as they would material
from any printed work
• The citation must include all copyright information and other information
associated with the content and the Web address for the Peabody Essex
Museum web site
• None of the content may be altered or modified
• Users must comply with all other terms or restrictions applicable to the
individual file, image or text
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Philadelphia Museum of
Art

Fair use of copyrighted material includes the use of protected Material(s) for limited,
purely non-commercial education purposes, such as teaching, scholarship, research,
criticism, commentary and news reporting. Unless otherwise noted, users who wish to
download or print data, text, image or other files included in the Materials may do so
without the Museum's prior express permission. Users must, however, cite the author
and source of this material as they would material from any printed or other work . . .

Web Policy: Copyright, ¶ 2,
http://www.philamuseum.org/copyright.html,
June 12, 2009

Portland Art Museum

Copyright,
Fair Use Permissions:
http://portlandartmuseum.org/about/copyright/,
The materials on this web site are made available for limited non-commercial,
educational, and personal use only, or for fair use as defined in the United States
June 12, 2009
copyright laws.
Web site users may download these files for personal use, subject to any additional terms
or restrictions that may be applicable to the file or program. However, Web site users
must cite the author and source of the materials as they would cite material from a
printed work.
By downloading, printing, or otherwise using image files from this web site, users agree
to limit their use of such files to fair use and abide by the proprietary rights of the PAM
or third-party owners.

Saint Louis Art Museum

You may use digital images from the Saint Louis Art Museum's Richardson Memorial
Library Archives collection for private study, scholarship, or research under Fair Use
provisions of the United States Copyright Law.

Saint Louis Art Museum: Cass Gilbert's Palace
of Fine Arts: Copyright,
http://www.slam.org/modig/copyright.aspx,
August 7, 2009

San Diego Museum of Art

Fair use of copyrighted material includes the use of protected Material(s) for limited,
non-commercial purposes. Any fair use of copyrighted materials must be accompanied
by the stated credit lines.

Copyright Notice, http://www.sdmart.org/infocopyright.html, June 8, 2009

Seattle Art Museum

Except as may be otherwise indicated in specific documents within the website, you are
authorized to view, play, print, forward and download documents, audio and video on
our website for personal, noncommercial or educational purposes only.

Terms of Use & Privacy Policy,
http://www.seattleartmuseum.org/termsUse/ter
ms.asp, June 22, 2009

Smithsonian American Art
Museum and the Renwick
Gallery

The contents of this website may be used for personal, education, and non-commercial
use only.

Copyright, http://americanart.si.edu/copyright/,
June 22, 2009

Fair use of copyrighted material includes the use of protected materials for nonCopyright Terms and Conditions,
commercial educational purposes, such as teaching, scholarship, research, criticism,
http://www.si.edu/copyright/, June 22, 2009
commentary, news reporting, and other content. Unless otherwise noted, users who wish
to download or print text and image files from this Web site for such uses may do so
without the Smithsonian Institution's express permission, provided that they comply
with the following conditions:
1. The content may only be used for personal, educational or noncommercial purposes;
2. Users must cite the author and source of the content as they would material from any
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printed work;
3. The citation must include all copyright information and other information associated
with the content and the URL for the Smithsonian Institution website;
4. None of the content may be altered or modified;
5. Users must comply with all other terms or restrictions which may be applicable to the
individual file, image or text.
May I put unaltered images, text, or content from this website on a closed and restricted
database at my school or museum?
Yes, if there is no charge for the users and if electronic distribution is limited to
educational use for a specific purpose or limited duration. The images must remain
unaltered. All of the accompanying caption information must be included without
alteration, and the citation should include the URL specified above.

Copyright Terms and Conditions, Frequently
Asked Questions, http://www.si.edu/copyright/,
June 22, 2009

May I put unaltered images, text or content from this website on my personal website?
Yes, so long as the site displays no advertisements and no sponsors, does not charge a
fee for services, and does not offer any product or service for sale. The images must
remain unaltered, and all of the accompanying caption information must be included
without alteration, and the citation should include the URL specified above.

Copyright Terms and Conditions, Frequently
Asked Questions, http://www.si.edu/copyright/,
June 22, 2009

May I print selected images or text excerpts from this website for a school report?
Copyright Terms and Conditions, Frequently
Yes, if it is a personal or academic work, and not for publication in any medium. The
Asked Questions, http://www.si.edu/copyright/,
images must remain unaltered, and all of the accompanying caption information must be June 22, 2009
included without alteration. This type of use is encouraged; all other forms of
publication are expressly prohibited.
Personal, educational and non-commercial use of digital images from our Web site is
permitted, with attribution to the Smithsonian American Art Museum, for all images
unless otherwise noted.
Whitney Museum of
American Art

Rights and Reproductions,
http://americanart.si.edu/collections/rights/inde
x.cfm, June 22, 2009

Images files are made available for noncommercial, educational, and personal use only. Rights and Reproductions,
… Users may download files for own use, subject to any additional terms or restrictions http://www.whitney.org/www/collection/rights.j
which may be provided with the individual file or program. Fair educational use
sp, June 8, 2009
permitted. Specifically, an internet user may download images and text files and share
them with others for limited noncommercial and educational purposes only.
Museum expressly prohibits copying of materials on site, except for limited noncommercial, educational, and personal use only, or for fair use as defined in the United
States copyright laws. Users may download files for their own use, subject to any
additional terms or restrictions which may be applicable to the individual file or
program. Users must, however, cite the author and source of the materials as they would
material from any printed work, and the citations should include the URL
“www.whitney.org”
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Whitney Museum of American Art Terms and
Conditions, ¶ 2,
http://whitney.org/www/information/terms_con
ditions.jsp, June 8, 2009

Yale University Art Gallery The Gallery is making the Materials available for limited non-commercial, educational, Terms and Conditions, ¶ 2,
and personal use only, in accordance with the fair use provisions of the copyright laws. http://artgallery.yale.edu/pages/terms.html, June
Users may download these files for their personal or educational use, subject to any
22, 2009
additional terms or restrictions, which may be applicable to the individual file or
program. Users must cite the author and source of the Materials as they would material
from any printed work, and the citations should include the URL
“http://artgallery.yale.edu” in addition to all copyright and any proprietary notices
contained on the Materials. Any use of the Materials that does not qualify as fair use is
subject to the Gallery's prior written approval, and the user must request and receive
such approval prior to any use. Copying or redistribution in any manner for commercial
use, including commercial publication, or for personal gain is strictly prohibited, without
the express prior written permission of the Gallery or the relevant third-party rights
holder, as the case may be.
May I put unaltered images or text from the Yale University Art Gallery Web site on a
file server at my school or museum?
Yes, if there is no charge for the user and if electronic distribution is of limited term to
your school or museum only. The images must remain unaltered. All of the
accompanying caption information must be included without alteration, and the citation
should include the URL “http://artgallery.yale.edu.”

Terms and Conditions, Frequently Asked
Questions,
http://artgallery.yale.edu/pages/terms.html, June
22, 2009

May I put unaltered images or text from the Yale University Art Gallery Web site on my
personal Web site?
Yes, so long as the site takes in no advertisements and no sponsors, does not charge a fee
for services, and does not offer any product or service for sale. The images must remain
unaltered. All of the accompanying caption information must be included without
alteration, and the citation should include the IRL “http://artgallery.yale.edu.”

Terms and Conditions, Frequently Asked
Questions,
http://artgallery.yale.edu/pages/terms.html, June
22, 2009

May I print selected images or text excerpts from The Yale University Art Gallery site
for a school report?
Yes, if it is a personal or academic, and not for publication in any medium. The images
must remain unaltered. All of the accompanying caption information must be included
without alteration. You should cite the source as you would any printed work; the
citation should include the URL “http://artgallery.yale.edu.” This type of use is
encouraged; all other forms of publication are expressly prohibited, without prior written
permission.

Terms and Conditions, Frequently Asked
Questions,
http://artgallery.yale.edu/pages/terms.html, June
22, 2009
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IV. Limitations of “one time use”
• Terms and conditions commonly specify that permission to reproduce is limited to “one time use,” or the specific use detailed in the permission application or
license agreement.
• Subsequent editions of a work, sometimes defined as a work where changes constitute more than 10% of the original, do not fall within the scope of “one time
use.”
• Additional reproductions accordingly require renegotiation of permission, and may also require the payment of additional fees.
Museum

Language

Source/Date Obtained

American Folk Art Museum Permission is granted for non-exclusive, one-time usage in one publication, one edition,
and in one language. Additional or revised editions require a new Application.

Application for Permission to
Reproduce/Publish, ¶ 1, obtained from
Museum, April 12, 2010

Brooklyn Museum of Art

Permission fees are applicable for one-time reproduction rights in one language, one
edition only unless otherwise negotiated. Further language rights, revised editions, and
additional media, will incur separate permission to publish fees.

Brooklyn Museum Image Fees, obtained from
Museum, December 3, 2009

Permission is for one-time reproduction rights, one language, one edition only unless
otherwise noted. Reproduction rights are granted for the purpose(s) specifically
indicated, premised and conditioned upon payment of the fees involved.

Application for Permission to Reproduce Works
from the Brooklyn Museum, obtained from
Museum, December 3, 2009

Permission to reproduce and the fee payable cover only the specific party, occasion and Reproduction from the Collections of the
use detailed in the application. Additional digital media (e-books, web-site, dvds),
Brooklyn Museum, ¶ 1, obtained from
further editions (i.e. new ISBN numbers), different publisher imprints, ancillary projects Museum, December 3, 2009
and cover use must be approved by the Museum in advance and are subject to re-use
fees. Reproductions rights are not transferable a third party unless otherwise stated in
writing by the Museum.
Cantor Arts Center

In granting permission to publish a facsimile reproduction of an item in its collection,
the Center does not surrender its own right to publish the item or to grant permission to
do so. Nor does this authorization by the Center remove the author's or publisher's
responsibility to guard against infringement of rights that may be held by others.
Permission is granted for non-exclusive, one-time editorial use only.

Terms of Agreement for Reproduction, ¶ 5,
obtained from Museum, February 4, 2010

Carnegie Museum of Art

Permission to reproduce and the fee payable cover only specific use detailed in the
application. Any and all reprints, further editions, re-use of the printing plates, or
additional use of any kind must be preceded by a new application and is not covered by
the original fee or permission to reproduce.

Reproduction of Works of Art in the Carnegie
Museum (General Conditions for Print
Reproduction),
http://www.cmoa.org/collections/RRprintconditi
ons.pdf, June 22, 2009

Permission to reproduce and the fee payable covers only the specific use detailed in
application. Any additional use of any kind must be preceded by a new application and
is not covered by the original fee or permission to reproduce.

Reproduction of Works in the CMA –
Digital/Electronic Media,
http://www.cmoa.org/collections/RRdigitalcond
itions.pdf, June 22, 2009
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Detroit Institute of Arts

Permission is granted for ONE usage in ONE publication, ONE edition and ONE
language only. Any further reproduction shall require an additional fee and written
permission.

Print Media,
http://www.dia.org/the_collection/rights_and_re
productions/print.asp, June 5, 2009

Revised editions or subsequent versions of an application, where changes constitute
Electronic Media,
more than 10% of the original, require renewal of the license with additional fees to be http://www.dia.org/the_collection/rights_and_re
paid at the current rates. Derivative products and applications also require an additional productions/electronic.asp, June 5, 2009
license.
El Museo del Barrio

Prices listed below are solely for one-time use on one product and per image for print
run of 15,000 for North American distribution only.

Rights and Reproduction Fee Schedule,
obtained from Museum, December 1, 2009

Publications/Moving Image Projects: Permission is granted for one use in one
Photographic Reproduction Agreement, ¶ 4
publication, one edition, for a print run of up to 15,000 and/or one moving-image project obtained from Museum, December 1, 2009
for North American distribution only unless otherwise noted in this agreement. Multiple
editions, world right distribution, and subsequent revised new editions or versions will
be considered upon request. Photographic material may not be reused without the
written permission of El Museo del Barrio. Exclusive rights are not granted to any
publisher, producer, distributor or broadcasting company.
Fine Arts Museums of San
Francisco

Permission is granted for only one usage in one publication, one edition, and in one
language. Additional language editions and subsequent revised new editions will be
considered upon application.

The ImageBase: Photo Services, ¶ 2,
http://www.famsf.org/fam/about/imagebase/sub
page.asp?subpagekey=75, August 7, 2009

The Frick Collection

All images must be made from photographic/digital materials supplied by The Frick
Collection. Images of 640x480 pixels at 72 dpi cannot be enlarged beyond this
resolution. The images should be non-transferable, non-printable, embedded, or
watermarked. Permission is granted for use only for the purposes specified on the front
of this form and in one language only. Exclusive rights are not granted.

Application for Permission to Reproduce in
Electronic Format Objects in The Frick
Collection,
http://www.frick.org/assets/PDFs/copyright/EL
ECTRONIC.pdf, September 29, 2009

Permission is limited to the use specified on the front of this form by the company
named in the Collection's permission contract. Special permission will be required if the
stated company wishes to transfer permission to another company. In such cases,
additional fees may be charged.

Application for Permission to Reproduce in
Electronic Format Objects in The Frick
Collection,
http://www.frick.org/assets/PDFs/copyright/EL
ECTRONIC.pdf, September 29, 2009

Revised editions or subsequent versions of an application, where changes constitute
more than 10% of the original, require renewal of the license with additional fees to be
paid at the then-current rates.

Application for Permission to Reproduce in
Electronic Format Objects in The Frick
Collection,
http://www.frick.org/assets/PDFs/copyright/EL
ECTRONIC.pdf, September 29, 2009

Permission is for one-time use only in the specified project and not for multi-media
usage or any other media, known or unknown, or promotions without the written

Rights & Reproductions,
http://www.okeeffemuseum.org/media-press-

Georgia O'Keeffe Museum
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The Getty

authorization of the GOK museum.

room/rights-reproductions.aspx, August 5,
2009

Unless otherwise indicated, permission is granted only for one usage in the Publication
in one edition and in one language. Additional language editions, subsequent editions
and other derivative works based on the Publication must be separately licensed.

Terms of Use for Print Publication [The Getty
Museum], ¶ 3,
http://www.getty.edu/legal/image_request/terms
_print.html, June 5, 2009;
Contact Library Rights & Reproductions: Terms
of Use for Print Media, ¶ 3,
http://www.getty.edu/research/conducting_resea
rch/library/rights_repro/terms_print.html, June
5, 2009;
Contact Library Rights and Reproductions:
Terms of Use for Electronic Media or
Television/Film/Video, ¶ 3,
http://www.getty.edu/research/conducting_resea
rch/library/rights_repro/terms_electronic.html,
June 5, 2009

Unless otherwise indicated, permission is granted only for one Production in one edition Terms of Use for Electronic Media or
and in one language. Additional language editions, works including subtitles, and other Television/Film/Video [The Getty Museum], ¶
derivative works based on the Production must be separately licensed.
3,
http://www.getty.edu/legal/image_request/terms
_electronic.html, June 5, 2009
Indianapolis Museum of Art Permission to reproduce and the fee payable cover only the specific occasion and use
detailed in the application. Any and all reprints, further editions, re-employment of the
printing plates or additional use of any kind must be preceded by a new application and
is not covered by the original fee or permission to reproduce. Line drawing and
adaptations made from photographs may not be reproduced without permission. Unless
otherwise specified by the Museum, permission to reproduce covers worldwide
distribution, in one language, in monochrome or color.

Application for Permission to Reproduce,
Regulations for Reproducing Works of Art from
the Collection of the Indianapolis Museum of
Art – General Conditions ¶ 4, obtained from
Museum, February 17, 2010

The John and Mable
Ringling Museum of Art

Permission is granted only for one usage in one publication, one edition, and in one
Request for Photographic Materials and
language. Additional language editions and subsequent editions will be considered upon Application for Reproduction Rights,
receipt of application.
http://www.ringling.org/uploadedFiles/Resource
s/Collections/Rights_Reproduction.pdf, August
7, 2009

National Gallery of Art

Permission to reproduce and the fees payable cover only the specific use detailed in the
contract. Any new edition, re-employment of printing plates, or additional use of any
kind mush be preceded by a new application and is not covered by the original
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Visual Services: Terms and Conditions, ¶ 5,
http://www.nga.gov/resources/divs-terms.shtm,
June 22, 2009

permission to reproduce or fees.
North Carolina Museum of
Art

Reproduction rights are granted only for the object(s) listed on this form and on any
attached pages and are limited to one usage in one publication, one edition and one
language. No further reproductions are to be made without written consent from the
Museum.

North Carolina Museum of Art Reproduction
Permission, ¶ 1, obtained from Museum,
February 11, 2010

Peabody Essex Museum

The Peabody Essex Museum grants one-time North American English Language
Reproduction rights, except in the case of Web Site use, unless otherwise negotiated.
Your invoice will indicate all actual rights requested and purchased.

Application for Permission to Reproduce
Images,
http://www.pem.org/museum/photo_permission
_application.pdf, June 10, 2009

Rights to reproduce are non-exclusive and granted for one time use only. Use of images
in the promotion or advertising of the publication/production/website is permitted. Any
further revisions, editions, and reprints require a new application to be submitted.
Reproductions rights are not granted in perpetuity. Web site rights are granted for a
period of twelve months at a time only unless otherwise negotiated.

Application for Permission to Reproduce
Images, ¶ 6,
http://www.pem.org/museum/photo_permission
_application.pdf, June 10, 2009

Request for permission to publish, electronically transmit, or publicly display materials
supplied by the museum from our archives, must be made on a Permissions Request
Form. Permission is granted for one-time use only.

Rights, Reproduction Policies and Fees,
http://hearstmuseum.berkeley.edu/media/rights.
html, June 10, 2009

The Phoebe A. Hearst Museum of Anthropology, University of California at Berkeley,
grants the one-time, nonexclusive right to the undersigned Licensee to reproduce the
materials indicated in this agreement for the usage indicated herein.

Media Permission Request and Agreement
Form, ¶ 5,
http://hearstmuseum.berkeley.edu/collections/p
dfs/PhotoAndMovingImagesForm.pdf, June 10,
2009

Portland Art Museum

Permission is granted for only a single use in one publication, one edition, and in one
language. Additional language editions and subsequent revised editions will be
considered at the time of application.

Copyright,
http://portlandartmuseum.org/about/copyright/,
June 12, 2009

Seattle Art Museum

Reproduction is for one time use only.

The Collection: Image Rights & Reproductions,
http://www.seattleartmuseum.org/Collection/rig
hts.asp, June 22, 2009

Smithsonian American Art
Museum and the Renwick
Gallery

All requests for future editions or renewals must be submitted in writing as a separate
request.

Rights and Reproductions, ¶ 5,
http://americanart.si.edu/collections/rights/inde
x.cfm, June 22, 2009

Phoebe A. Hearst Museum
of Anthropology

Yale University Art Gallery Photography listed here is sold outright for the specific use(s) you have requested, and
no permission will be given to re-use this photography at another time.
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Rights and Reproductions Request Form –
Request for Scholarly Publication,
http://artgallery.yale.edu/pdf/info/yuag_rights_s
cholarly.pdf, February 5, 2010

V. Restrictions on uses of images from other sources
• License agreements commonly specify that permission seekers may not reproduce, distribute, or publish images obtained from sources other than the museum.
Museum

Language

Source/Date Obtained

Brooklyn Museum of Art

Reproduction (“lifting” or scanning) from printed, analog, digital formats or any
photographic materials not directly supplied to the client by the Museum is strictly
forbidden. Derivatives images may not be made or distributed by outside companies or
photographers for commercial sale.

Reproduction from the Collections of the
Brooklyn Museum, ¶ 5, obtained from
Museum, December 3, 2009

Carnegie Museum of Art

Reproduction from photographic materials not supplied directly by the Museum is
strictly prohibited.

Reproduction of Works of Art in the Carnegie
Museum (General Conditions for Print
Reproduction),
http://www.cmoa.org/collections/RRprintconditi
ons.pdf, June 22, 2009

The applicant must obtain images for reproduction directly from the Carnegie Museum
of Art. Reproduction of electronic images of artworks in the Museum's collections
obtained from any other source is strictly prohibited.

Reproduction of Works in the CMA –
Digital/Electronic Media,
http://www.cmoa.org/collections/RRdigitalcond
itions.pdf, June 22, 2009

All reproductions must be made from materials supplied by the DIA. The license to
reproduce, in part or in whole, may not be transferred to a third party nor may any
photographic materials, its derivatives or digital files be transferred to any user.

Print Media,
http://www.dia.org/the_collection/rights_and_re
productions/print.asp, June 5, 2009

All images must be made from materials supplied by DIA.

Electronic Media,
http://www.dia.org/the_collection/rights_and_re
productions/electronic.asp, June 5, 2009

Fine Arts Museums of San
Francisco

Reproduction is permitted only from photographic material supplied by the FAMSF.
Reproduction from printed or other non-photographic materials not supplied by the
Museums is strictly prohibited.

The ImageBase: Photo Services, ¶ 1,
http://www.famsf.org/fam/about/imagebase/sub
page.asp?subpagekey=75, August 7, 2009

The Frick Collection

The Collection permits reproductions to be made only from those ektachromes lent by
the Collection.

Application for Permission to Reproduce in
Color Objects in The Frick Collection,
http://www.frick.org/assets/PDFs/copyright/CO
LOR.pdf, September 29, 2009

Georgia O'Keeffe Museum

Reproductions should not be taken from other publications.

Rights & Reproductions,
http://www.okeeffemuseum.org/media-press-

Detroit Institute of Arts
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room/rights-reproductions.aspx, August 5,
2009
Indianapolis Museum of Art Reproduction from printed or other non-photographic materials, or from photographic
materials not supplied directly by the Museum, is strictly prohibited.

Application for Permission to Reproduce,
Regulations for Reproducing Works of Art from
the Collection of the Indianapolis Museum of
Art – General Conditions ¶ 12, obtained from
Museum, February 17, 2010

The John and Mable
Ringling Museum of Art

Reproduction is permitted only from materials supplied by the Museum.

Request for Photographic Materials and
Application for Reproduction Rights,
http://www.ringling.org/uploadedFiles/Resource
s/Collections/Rights_Reproduction.pdf, August
7, 2009

Museum of Fine Arts,
Boston

Licensed reproductions must only be made from color transparencies, high-resolution
digital files, or black and white photographs provided by the MFA.

Merchandise Licensing,
http://www.mfa.org/about/sub.asp?key=50 key
=2086&topkey=50, June 22, 20

National Gallery of Art

Reproduction is permitted only from images supplied by the Gallery's Visual Services
Department and only in flat, two-dimensional form.

Visual Services: Terms and Conditions, ¶ 1,
http://www.nga.gov/resources/divs-terms.shtm,
June 22, 2009

Reproduction of a color image previously obtained from the Gallery is permitted only
Visual Services: Terms and Conditions, ¶ 5a,
when the Applicant can provide verification that the color image was supplied by the
http://www.nga.gov/resources/divs-terms.shtm,
Gallery, and is conditioned on the Applicant submitting an accurate color proof for
June 22, 2009
approval. When applicable, instructions for color correction will be provided. If proper
correction cannot be obtained, reacquisition of the color image will be required to make
a new reproduction.
Reproduction of a black-and-white image previously obtained from the Gallery is
permitted only when the Applicant can provide verification that the black-and-white
image was supplied by the Gallery.

Visual Services: Terms and Conditions, ¶ 5b,
http://www.nga.gov/resources/divs-terms.shtm,
June 22, 2009

North Carolina Museum of
Art

All reproductions must be made from photographic materials supplied by the Museum.
Reproduction from printed or other non-photographic material is prohibited.

North Carolina Museum of Art Reproduction
Permission, ¶ 3, obtained from Museum,
February 11, 2010

Peabody Essex Museum

Reproduction is permitted only from materials originally supplied by the Peabody Essex Application for Permission to Reproduce
Museum. Photographic material and permission to reproduce may not be reused,
Images, ¶ 1,
transferred, assigned or sold without the permission of the museum.
http://www.pem.org/museum/photo_permission
_application.pdf, June 10, 2009
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VI. Digital rights management and related controls over digital images
• License agreements for digital images may require the permission seeker to employ encryption or other methods to restrict access.
• Terms and conditions may also require that images be deleted once used for their permitted purpose.
Museum

Language

Source/Date Obtained

American Folk Art Museum FOR CD-ROM/ELECTRONIC USAGE: The American Folk Art Museum requires that
the complete documentation and credit lines and copyright notice (including:
COLLECTION AMERICAN FOLK ART MUSEUM, NEW YORK) appear exactly as
stated (see attached CAPTION INFORMATION) on the same screen with the
reproduction of work(s) of art. The image(s) must be locked and may only be received
for monitor viewing.

Application for Permission to
Reproduce/Publish, ¶ 7, obtained from
Museum, April 12, 2010

Carnegie Museum of Art

Carnegie Museum of Art Fee Schedule,
http://www.cmoa.org/collections/FeeSchedule2
008.pdf, June 22, 2009

Digital reproductions must be low resolution and/or password protected; CD-DVDs
must employ encryption protections.

Applicants must delete electronic images from their files upon completion of the
Reproduction of Works in the CMA –
publication/website posting/CD ROM of the reproduction for which permission has been Digital/Electronic Media,
obtained.
http://www.cmoa.org/collections/RRdigitalcond
itions.pdf, June 22, 2009
The applicant must obtain special permission from the Coordinator of Rights and
Reproductions in order to scan/electronically reproduce any color transparencies, slide,
and/or prints for reproduction purposes. The Museum may specify usage guidelines
associated with resolution, access to, and usage of the resultant scanned image by the
applicant and the public.

Reproduction of Works in the CMA –
Digital/Electronic Media,
http://www.cmoa.org/collections/RRdigitalcond
itions.pdf, June 22, 2009

The Museum reserves the right, in its sole discretion, to place restrictions on the specific Reproduction of Works in the CMA –
uses of an electronic image (i.e., the public's access to the image, the image resolution,
Digital/Electronic Media,
whether or not the image may be downloaded, etc.)
http://www.cmoa.org/collections/RRdigitalcond
itions.pdf, June 22, 2009
The Cleveland Museum of
Art

Access to a high resolution image is allowed only to CMA employees at their desktop,
or to authorized visitors at the library's online public access terminals.

Ingalls Library Policies,
http://library.clevelandart.org/ingalls_library/pol
icies.php, June 8, 2009

The Getty

[P]ermission and license granted herein is for reproduction and publication of the
Image(s) in analog formats only. Applicant may only make digital copies as absolutely
necessary in intermediate process steps to the creation of a book or periodical published
exclusively in analog format. The Getty does not otherwise grant permission to
reproduce or process any Image(s) in any digital format, and such permission must be
separately obtained in writing.

Terms of Use for Print Publication [The Getty
Museum], ¶ 4,
http://www.getty.edu/legal/image_request/terms
_print.html, June 5, 2009;
Contact Library Rights & Reproductions: Terms
of Use for Print Media, ¶ 4,
http://www.getty.edu/research/conducting_resea
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rch/library/rights_repro/terms_print.html, June
5, 2009

The Guggenheim

[P]ermission and license granted herein is for the Production only. Applicant may only
make analog or digital copies as absolutely necessary in intermediate process steps to the
creation of a video, film, CD-ROM, DVD, electronic publication, or web site. The Getty
does not otherwise grant permission to reproduce or process any Image(s) in any digital
format, and such permission must be separately obtained in writing.

Terms of Use for Electronic Media or
Television/Film/Video [The Getty Museum], ¶
4,
http://www.getty.edu/legal/image_request/terms
_electronic.html, June 5, 2009

Duplicates may not be made of the Images … without prior written approval. Any
duplicates are the property of the Getty and will be immediately provided to the Getty by
the applicant. Applicant will employ technology that will prevent copying of the
Image(s) from the digital Production and will prosecute infringement.

Terms of Use for Electronic Media or
Television/Film/Video [The Getty Museum], ¶
5,
http://www.getty.edu/legal/image_request/terms
_electronic.html, June 5, 2009

[P]ermission and license granted herein is for analog versions of the Production or
Electronic Publication only. Applicant may only make digital copies as absolutely
necessary in intermediate process steps to the creation of a video, film, or electronic
publication published exclusively in analog format. The GRI does not otherwise grant
permission to reproduce or process any image/video/film(s) in any digital format, and
such permission must be separately obtained in writing.

Contact Library Rights and Reproductions:
Terms of Use for Electronic Media or
Television/Film/Video, ¶ 4,
http://www.getty.edu/research/conducting_resea
rch/library/rights_repro/terms_electronic.html,
June 5, 2009

All electronic publication formats must be sufficiently secure to prevent unauthorized
Guggenheim Museum Image Archive
copying, downloading, transferring and manipulation. All resource files must be hidden Agreement, obtained from Museum, November
from view.
13, 2009

Indianapolis Museum of Art Applicants will be responsible for the safekeeping of all printing plates and for the
safekeeping and return of our transparencies upon completion of the publication for
which permission has been obtained. Digital files must be destroyed one month after
publication is complete. Any unauthorized use of transparencies and/or digital files, by
any person or entity, will render applicant responsible and liable to the Museum for
appropriate compensation and other costs, regardless of whether applicant has profited
from or is responsible for such unauthorized use.

Application for Permission to Reproduce,
Regulations for Reproducing Works of Art from
the Collection of the Indianapolis Museum of
Art – General Conditions ¶ 14, obtained from
Museum, February 17, 2010

Museum of Fine Arts,
Boston

If you have received digital files containing images from the MFA, you will also
maintain these files at a storage location that is secure and accessible only to you.

Terms and Conditions of Image Usage,
http://www.mfa.org//master/sub.asp?key=45 k
ey=2179, June 22, 2009

Without limitation, it will be a breach of these terms and conditions for you to create an
archive of one or more Images that is made accessible to third parties.

Terms and Conditions of Image Usage,
http://www.mfa.org//master/sub.asp?key=45 k
ey=2179, June 22, 2009

Requests for reproduction of works of art in electronic media formats will be reviewed
by Museum curatorial staff. Image quality must meet Museum standards.

North Carolina Museum of Art Reproduction
Permission, ¶ 10, obtained from Museum,

North Carolina Museum of
Art
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Documentation, credit line, and copyright notice must appear exactly as stated in this
February 11, 2010
contract on the same screen as the reproduction of the work(s) of art. The image(s) must
be “locked” and may only be retrieved for monitor viewing.
VII. Temporal or format restriction
• License agreements may limit the permission granted to a specified time period.
• Agreements may also restrict the user’s permission to reproduce to a specific type of media or format.
Museum

Language

Source/Date Obtained

Brooklyn Museum of Art

Use in video, film, and digital media or new technologies must be negotiated separately
and specific conditions apply. Unless otherwise noted, video/broadcast, rights are valid
for a period of 10 years. Permission shall not be granted in perpetuity, or for all media
now known or hereafter devised, unless otherwise agreed.

Reproduction from the Collections of the
Brooklyn Museum, ¶ 4, obtained from
Museum, December 3, 2009

Carnegie Museum of Art

We will not grant rights for “all media now known or hereafter devised”

Carnegie Museum of Art Fee Schedule,
http://www.cmoa.org/collections/FeeSchedule2
008.pdf, June 22, 2009

Detroit Institute of Arts

License is granted for one time, non-exclusive use in one medium and one product.
Licenses will be granted for terms of the following duration:
LAN – 3 years
WAN – 1 year
Television, broadcast, and cable – 5 years
Portable Disks & tapes – lifespan of edition

Electronic Media,
http://www.dia.org/the_collection/rights_and_re
productions/electronic.asp, June 5, 2009

Fine Arts Museums of San
Francisco

The permission hereby granted terminates immediately upon publication.

The ImageBase: Photo Services, ¶ 8,
http://www.famsf.org/fam/about/imagebase/sub
page.asp?subpagekey=75, August 7, 2009

Permission is granted as stated on the Application for use for a period of 8 years (or
other agreed time).

The ImageBase: Photo Services, Policy on
Rights and Reproductions of Electronic Images,
¶ 11,
http://www.famsf.org/fam/about/imagebase/sub
page.asp?subpagekey=75, August 7, 2009

The Frick Collection

Permission is granted for use in only one film medium (e.g., motion-picture film,
television, video cassette, etc.) and in one language. The word “film” denotes any
medium whose end product is moving – as opposed to still – images. Additional
language translations, revised productions of the film, and presentations of the film in a
different medium will be considered upon application. Exclusive rights are not granted.

Application for Permission to Reproduce in
Film or Video Objects in the Frick Collection,
http://www.frick.org/assets/PDFs/copyright/FIL
M.pdf, September 29, 2009

Museum of Fine Arts,

Most licenses are limited to a term from one to five years with the possibility of renewal, Merchandise Licensing,
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Boston

which is granted at the MFA's sole discretion. The MFA always reserves the right to
propose modifications to any license granted.

http://www.mfa.org/about/sub.asp?key=50 key
=2086&topkey=50, June 22, 20

While the rights granted herein do not expire on a specific calendar date, these rights are Terms and Conditions of Image Usage,
not granted perpetually. You may use the image for so long as reasonably necessary to http://www.mfa.org//master/sub.asp?key=45 k
ey=2179, June 22, 2009
carry out the scholarly research to which your use of the Image relates. When you
complete this research, or cease to be active in the field of scholarly research generally,
then the rights granted herein will expire, you will cease and desist from use of the
Images, and you will destroy all Images in your possession or return such Images to the
MFA.
Peabody Essex Museum

Rights to reproduce are non-exclusive and granted for one time use only. Use of images
in the promotion or advertising of the publication/production/website is permitted. Any
further revisions, editions, and reprints require a new application to be submitted.
Reproductions rights are not granted in perpetuity. Web site rights are granted for a
period of twelve months at a time only unless otherwise negotiated.

Application for Permission to Reproduce
Images, ¶ 6,
http://www.pem.org/museum/photo_permission
_application.pdf, June 10, 2009

VIII. Discretion in granting permission to reproduce
• Often museums specify that any permission to reproduce or distribute images is granted according to the sole discretion of the museum, and reserve the right
to refuse permission for any reason.
Museum

Language

Source/Date Obtained

Birmingham Museum of
Art

Any party wishing to use any of the data, text, image, or other files included in the
Copyright, ¶ 3, http://www.artsbma.org/cMaterials from the Site, for purposes other than fair use as defined by law, must request copyright-2008-birmingham-museum-of-art,
and receive prior written approval. . . . Permission for such use is granted on a case-by- June 8, 2009
case basis at the sole discretion of the Museum. A usage fee may be involved depending
on the type and nature of the proposed use.

Brooklyn Museum of Art

The Museum reserves the right, at its sole discretion, to refuse permission for further
applications from a publisher or other applicant, if, in its opinion, the standard of
reproduction has not been of acceptable quality.

Reproduction from the Collections of the
Brooklyn Museum, ¶ 10, obtained from
Museum, December 3, 2009

Carnegie Museum of Art

Works to be reproduced in color require the submission of color proofs and the approval
of the Museum before printing may proceed. The Museum reserves the right, in its sole
discretion to refuse permission for further applications from a publisher or other
applicant, if in its opinion, the standard of reproduction has not been of acceptable
quality.

Reproduction of Works of Art in the Carnegie
Museum (General Conditions for Print
Reproduction),
http://www.cmoa.org/collections/RRprintconditi
ons.pdf, June 22, 2009

All requests for permission to reproduce or to have access to electronic images from the
CMA will be evaluated on a case-by-case basis.

Reproduction of Works in the CMA –
Digital/Electronic Media,
http://www.cmoa.org/collections/RRdigitalcond
itions.pdf, June 22, 2009
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Permission to reproduce is conditional on unequivocal acceptance of regulations. Any
breach will automatically result, at the sole discretion of the Museum, in the revocation
of permission. Payment of appropriate compensation or damages to the Museum by the
applicant may also be considered.

Reproduction of Works in the CMA –
Digital/Electronic Media,
http://www.cmoa.org/collections/RRdigitalcond
itions.pdf, June 22, 2009

The Museum reserves the right, in its sole discretion, to refuse permission for further
applications from a publisher or other applicant, if in its opinion, the standard of the
reproduction has not been of acceptable quality.

Reproduction of Works in the CMA –
Digital/Electronic Media,
http://www.cmoa.org/collections/RRdigitalcond
itions.pdf, June 22, 2009

Detroit Institute of Arts

DIA reserves the right, at its sole discretion, to deny license to reproduce to any
applicant without explanation.

Print Media,
http://www.dia.org/the_collection/rights_and_re
productions/print.asp, June 5, 2009

El Museo del Barrio

El Museo del Barrio reserves the right, in its sole discretion, to refuse permission to the
applicant, if in its opinion, the standard of reproduction has not been of acceptable
quality.

Photographic Reproduction Agreement, ¶ 7
obtained from Museum, December 1, 2009

The Frick Collection

The Collection reserves the right to limit the number of reproductions of Collectionowned works of art in any single website, CD-ROM, and other electronic media, if it
appears that their number is disproportionate in relation to those from other sources.

Application for Permission to Reproduce in
Electronic Format Objects in The Frick
Collection,
http://www.frick.org/assets/PDFs/copyright/EL
ECTRONIC.pdf, September 29, 2009

The Collection reserves the right to limit the number of reproductions of Collectionowned works of art in any single film, if it appears that their number is disproportionate
in relation to those from other sources.

Application for Permission to Reproduce in
Film or Video Objects in the Frick Collection,
http://www.frick.org/assets/PDFs/copyright/FIL
M.pdf, September 29, 2009

The GOK Museum will be generous in granting permission to reproduce, particularly if
the request is for an article or book that will promote GOK's art and the worldwide
knowledge of it.

Rights & Reproductions,
http://www.okeeffemuseum.org/media-pressroom/rights-reproductions.aspx, August 5,
2009

The Museum will collaborate only with projects that extend rather than exploit public
knowledge of GOK's art.

Rights & Reproductions,
http://www.okeeffemuseum.org/media-pressroom/rights-reproductions.aspx, August 5,
2009

The Getty reserves the right to limit the number of reproductions of Getty-owned
property in any single publication if it appears that their number is disproportionate in
relation to those from other sources.

Terms of Use for Print Publication [The Getty
Museum], ¶ 8,
http://www.getty.edu/legal/image_request/terms
_print.html, June 5, 2009;
Terms of Use for Electronic Media or

Georgia O'Keeffe Museum

The Getty
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Television/Film/Video [The Getty Museum], ¶
8,
http://www.getty.edu/legal/image_request/terms
_electronic.html, June 5, 2009;
Contact Library Rights & Reproductions: Terms
of Use for Print Media, ¶ 8,
http://www.getty.edu/research/conducting_resea
rch/library/rights_repro/terms_print.html, June
5, 2009
Indianapolis Museum of Art The Museum reserves the right, in its sole discretion, to refuse permission for further
applications from a publisher or other applicant, if, in its opinion, the standard of
reproduction has not been of acceptable quality.

Application for Permission to Reproduce,
Regulations for Reproducing Works of Art from
the Collection of the Indianapolis Museum of
Art – General Conditions ¶ 15, obtained from
Museum, February 17, 2010

The John and Mable
Ringling Museum of Art

The Museum in its sole discretion reserves the right to deny permission to any applicant
whose product is not acceptable to the Museum for any reason, as well as to refuse
permission for further applications from a publisher if, in its opinion, acceptable
standards of reproduction, care of materials, or professionalism have not been
maintained.

Request for Photographic Materials and
Application for Reproduction Rights,
http://www.ringling.org/uploadedFiles/Resource
s/Collections/Rights_Reproduction.pdf, August
7, 2009

Museum of Fine Arts,
Boston

The MFA requires that any licensed product be of the highest quality, and that it be
Merchandise Licensing,
consistent with the history, dignity, and mission of the MFA. Final product designs must http://www.mfa.org/about/sub.asp?key=50 key
be approved by the MFA before any production, marketing, or advertising takes place.
=2086&topkey=50, June 22, 2009
The MFA will also need to view and approve all promotional materials.

National Gallery of Art

The Gallery reserves the right to limit the number of images of Gallery-owned works of
art to fewer than 25% of the total images to be included in any single project.

Portland Art Museum

The PAM reserves the right to deny permission to reproduce an image from its collection Request for Permissions or Images,
to any application whose product is not acceptable to the PAM for any reason.
http://portlandartmuseum.org/about/copyright/r
Reproduction is permitted only from materials supplied by the PAM.
equest/, June 12, 2009

San Diego Museum of Art

Any party wishing to use any of … the Materials from the Site, for purposes other than
fair use as defined by law, must request and receive prior written approval...
Permission for such use is granted on a case-by-case basis, at the sole discretion of the
Museum.

Yale University Art Gallery The Gallery reserves the right to deny any request that does not meet with its approval.
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Visual Services: Terms and Conditions, ¶ 4,
http://www.nga.gov/resources/divs-terms.shtm,
June 22, 2009

Copyright Notice, http://www.sdmart.org/infocopyright.html, June 8, 2009

Rights and Reproductions Request Form –
Request for Scholarly Publication,
http://artgallery.yale.edu/pdf/info/yuag_rights_s

cholarly.pdf, February 5, 2010;
Rights and Reproductions Request Form –
Request for Research Only
http://artgallery.yale.edu/pdf/info/yuag_rights_r
esearch.pdf, February 5, 2010
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